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ABSTRACT
Guided wave-optics is an emergent platform for label free optical biosensing.
However, device sensitivity toward surface-attached biomolecules is directly restricted
because of only evanescent interaction and low modal overlap with the active sensing
region. In this work, we demonstrate a mesoporous silicon waveguide design created via a
novel inverse processing technique that overcomes the limitations imposed by evanescent
field sensing by achieving maximal transverse confinement factor in the active sensing
region. Our sensor can also maintain this confinement factor and sensitivity across a large
dimensional variation while preserving single-mode operation. Our devices are
characterized in a Fabry-Perot interferometer configuration and the ultra-high sensitivity
to small molecule adlayers is shown. We also discover dispersion to be a promising degree
of freedom for exceeding the bulk sensitivity limits predicted by non-dispersive and
isotropic effective medium theory.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview of Biosensors
A biosensor can be defined as a device that transforms chemical information to a
measurable signal that contains information of the presence and/or concentration of a
specific molecule. These sensors can be broken down into two systems: one system that
recognizes a specific chemical/biomolecule and one system that acts as the physicochemical transducer. Here, the target molecule is called the analyte. The method of
detection is called a bioassay. This involves a recognition system that can translate the
analyte concentration to a signal with a defined sensitivity. It’s also required that the sensor
can reject any signal generated by molecules other than the target analyte [1].
Biosensors can be classified in various ways: method of detection, sample delivery
methods, analyte monitoring methods etc. Modern biosensing platforms employ various
methods of detection: optical [2], electrochemical, thermometric, piezoelectric and
magnetic [3,4]. Here, sensors may be divided into two major categories: labelled and labelfree. Labelling requires the target analyte to be labeled with a particular chemical
compound that interacts or amplifies the analyte’s interaction with the sensor device. This
is an indirect way of detecting the analyte by detecting the label attached to it instead.
Label-free detection method is a more direct approach that detects the analyte itself without
needing any labels. Among various biosensing methods, optical biosensing offers distinct
advantages owing to the higher sensitivity, selectivity, cost effectiveness, smaller form
factor and the choice of being label free. Guided mode optics in particular has shown
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promise in a variety of technologies, such as: surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [5], guided
mode resonance (GMR) [6], nanophotonic waveguides and resonators [7–9], 2D atomic
materials [10], fiber optic biosensors [11], whispering gallery resonators [12], and many
more [13]. The working principle of an optical biosensor is illustrated in figure 1.

SPR
Local SPR
Photonic Crystals
Interferometers
Gratings
Refractive Index
Fluorescence
WGM Resonance
Raman
Absorption

Analyte

Functionalized
Surface

Bioassay

Signal
Analysis

Figure 1. Working principle of an optical biosensor

1.2 Specific detection of target analytes
A key feature of a biosensor is specific detection of the target analyte. This may
mean the biosensor ignores signals from attached molecules other than the analyte, or to
ignore interaction / binding with molecules other than the analyte in the first place. Either
option can be utilized, although the latter is a much simpler and more straightforward
approach. The sensor described in our work works in this principle. To reject binding with
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any molecule other than the analyte, the sensor must be functionalized in such a way that
it only interacts with the analyte. This may be achieved using specific surface chemistry.
The attachment between two biomolecules that has very high affinity and
exclusivity is called specific binding. This is often attributed to a molecule having a
geometric match that acts as a pocket to which the other molecule can bind. The binding
can also be affected by pH, positive and negatives forces between the molecules and the
overall energy of the biochemical system. It is also possible for unwanted biomolecules to
be attached to the sensor surface which would generate a detection signal. This kind of
attachment is called nonspecific binding. It’s a goal to keep in mind when designing a
biosensor that nonspecific binding is to be minimized. It is possible to develop surface
chemistry robust enough to allow very specific detection of molecules in our case of
surface based optical sensing platforms.
1.3 Sensor functionalization
The task of altering the surface properties of a materials to achieve specific binding
or adhesion is called sensor or surface functionalization. Here the surface adsorbed layer is
called the adlayer. The functionalization adlayer is typically a few nanometers thick,
whereas the analyte biomolecules to be detected range from a few nanometers to 15-20
nanometers in diameter or layer thicknesses. Compared to the applied wavelength of nearly
875-1600nm, the molecular size of the analyte is completely subwavelength and does not
contribute any scattering or diffraction effects to the guided light. Surface functionalization
can be categorized into chemisorption and physisorption processes. They can also be called
covalent and non-covalent functionalization respectively as well. The former offers higher
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stability and constant surface concentration / attachment throughout the sensing
experiment. This type of functionalization is more permanent, as it modifies the surface
properties and how the sensor behaves. The latter relies on physisorption, or adhesion to
surfaces without a chemical bond. This is less permanent, and not likely to modify the
sensor function. The chemisorption method of surface function is more desirable because
it provides additional control and reliability.

Sensor

Functionalized
surface

Analyte
attachment

Figure 2. Functionalization of a sensor surface for analyte attachment

To directly attach the targeting molecule to the sensor, a bifunctional linker
molecule is generally used. One of end of the linker molecule can attach to the surface of
the sensor where the other end has a functional group chosen specifically to bind onto the
analyte. In SPR biosensing platforms, the linker often has an alkane with a thiol anchor
group to react with the gold surface, while the other end is chosen based on the analyte [14].
For this kind of coating, often a self-assembling monolayer (SAM) is achievable [15].
For silicon biosensors, the surface is often functionalized with light oxidation to
create a thin silica layer which binds to specific molecules. The silica surface can be further
functionalized with a trichloro, trimethoxy, or a trimethoxy silane group that attaches well
with silica [2]. Our waveguide biosensors are functionalized by oxidation, and then further
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by 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane. Our sensor may also be used via physisorption as a
reversible process to detect specific liquids / gas.
1.4 Analyte Delivery Methods
Delivery methods are methods used to expose the sensor surface to the analyte. The
type of delivery method may be different based on the surface chemistry and bioassay. The
delivery method must be economical and chosen is such a way that the exposure amount
and duration are optimized. The current methods are droplets, immersion using an open
flow cell and a microfluidic flow cell with inlets and outlets with constant analyte flow.
Droplets lets the analyte diffuse through the sensing surface which may not be the most
efficient method but utilized in our work due to simplicity and minimalistic nature. A
microfluidic flow cell can be utilized for our sensor for liquid / gas sensing with
physisorption resulting in a sensor that is reversible and re-usable. The delivery methods
are illustrated in figure 3.
Droplet

(a)

(b)
Flow cell

Figure 3. (a) Droplet and (b) flow cell delivery method
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1.5 Optical Biosensing Techniques
Optical biosensors operate by generating an optical perturbation caused by the
attached analyte. Broadly, they can be divided into two categories: label-based and labelfree. In label-based mode, the sensing is performed using a label which then modified the
optical signal via colorimetric, luminescent or fluorescent method [13].
The optical biosensing technique can further be divided into two classes. The first
platform (which is generally label-based) isolates the optical signal generated by the
analyte or the associated label. The most common technique in this category is detecting
fluorescence of the analyte molecule [16]. This involves absorption of a photon by the
analyte and then subsequently emitting a photon of a different wavelength. Biomolecules
that allow this are called fluorophores. Analytes that do not possess this property may be
tagged with fluorophores. In the end, the fluorescence signal may be isolated via
spectroscopy or optical filters removing background noise. This type of sensors may also
work based on absorption may signal detection by measuring the amplitude of light.
1.5.1 Fluorescence based techniques:
A common fluorescence detection technique is the sandwich assay. Here an analyte
is bound to a surface using a targeting molecule which is immobilized using previously
mentioned chemisorption surface functionalization methods. Then the analyte can be
labeled with fluorophores and the fluorescence can be measured to obtain the analyte
concentration [17]. One other technique is the total internal reflection fluorescent
method [18]. Here, the concentration is measured similarly by the fluorescence given off
by the attached labels, but here the fluorophores are excited using the evanescent field from
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the total internal reflection beneath the surface. Both techniques are illustrated in figure 4.
The drawbacks of such techniques are: 1. The label often interferes with the analyte surface
chemistry. High concentration often results in a loss of signal. 2. The fluorescence is
qualitative data and quantifying it to a specific concentration is often inaccurate.

(b)
(a)

no fluorescence
fluorescence

Figure 4. (a) Total internal reflection fluorescence biosensing assay (b) fluorescence-based
sandwich assay

The second class of biosensing depends on the phase change of light due to surface
analyte attachment. This method requires no labels because it operates based on the local
change in refractive index when analytes are bound to the sensor surface. They are
generally not limited by the analyte’s optical properties and loss generated by previously
discussed spectroscopic methods. They are desirable because measuring phase changes is
very straightforward in an interferometric configuration. Among these sensing platforms,
most prominent are surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [5], guided mode photonic
crystals [6],

nanophotonic

waveguide

interferometry [2],

resonance [12] and 2D atomic material sensing [10].
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whispering

gallery

1.5.2 Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS)
This technique increases the vibration spectra of a molecule by several orders of
magnitude when near nanoparticles made of gold or silver. The method of operation is
shown in figure 5. Applications include a SERS-active surface on the tip of an optical fiber
to detect cancer proteins (~100pg) [19]. Literature reports a SERS biosensor designed for
protein biomarker detection with an LOD of 5ng l-1 [20].
Laser

Raman
Ag
Glass

Laser

Raman
Glass

Laser

SERS
Ag
Glass

Figure 5. Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) biosensing technique

1.5.3 Surface Plasmon Resonance:
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is a label-free phase change optical biosensing
technique that has become a benchmark in optical biosensing due to its commercial
application in the form of Biacore [21]. Figure 6 shows a typical SPR biosensing setup
where a SPR enabled gold-coated glass is surface functionalized. This may represent one
wall of a flow cell through which the analyte would flow. Then light is shined on the glass
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slide through a prism. At a specific wavelength and angle the SPR conditions would be met
and the optical characteristics of the gold coating would change drastically in presence of
the target analyte. The information regarding the analyte concentration can be quantified
from the modified reflectivity change. The drawbacks associated with SPR are extremely
high cost of implementation, bulky form factor and limited LOD [22].

Flow Cell

Glass

Incident Light

SPR

Gold Coating

Reflected Light

Figure 6. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensing technique

1.5.4 Whispering gallery resonator (WGM) sensors:
The whispering gallery resonator sensor [23,24] has a similar working principle as
the whispering gallery where sound waves take a circular path around a curved wall of a
round room. This path is similar to the path the resonant light takes as it circulates the
circular cavity. Light at a particular wavelength gets trapped in the circular path which
relies on the optical path length (2ℼrn; n=refractive index, r = radius) of the ring. This
length may be modified by the change in refractive index of the ring brought about by
attachment of surface analytes. The resonant wavelength shift corresponds to
concentrations of analyte present. The RI perturbation only takes place in the evanescent
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field, which drives down the sensitivity for this platform. The working principle is
illustrated in figure 7.

Transmission

λ

λ

λ+ Δλ

Δλ
Figure 7. Whispering gallery mode resonator sensor working principle

1.5.5 Other notable techniques
Reflectometric interference spectroscopy is a label-free time-resolved method that
relies on white light interference at thin layers. Changes in phase provides information
about thickness and refractive index of attached surface analytes. This method was
implemented to detect and quantify diclofenac in bovine milk and resolves a LOD of 0.112
µg l-2 [25]. Photonic crystal cavity resonant sensors [26] are another prominent technology
to be mentioned. Here, this waveguide is formed by introducing a line defect in a 2D
photonic crystal slab.
1.5.6 Optical interferometric waveguide sensors:
Optical interferometric waveguides employ a combination of evanescent field
sensing and phase analysis to measure refractive index change. This RI change can then be
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corresponded to concentrations of analyte detected. Although common, these evanescent
phase sensitive surface adlayer sensors provide very low overlap between the guided mode
and the sensing surface. For example, conventional silicon on insulator (SOI) waveguide
biosensors achieve a confinement factor of only ~2% in the sensing surface region [7]. The
analytes are attached to the outer surface of the waveguide; thus, it can perturb only the
evanescent field of the guided mode, which drives down the sensitivity.
1.6 Biosensor Performance Metrics and Requirements
It is important to characterize a biosensor performance and response to analyze the
strengths and weaknesses of various sensing platforms. A biosensor should be cost
effective, simple to fabricate and characterize and of course, industrially scalable. Our
sensors fit into these criteria as discussed later. Sensitivity, selectivity, repeatability, limit
of detection (LOD) and dynamic range also comes into play here.
Sensitivity is a key factor in our work and is defined generally as the resonant
wavelength shift or refractive index change per molecular adlayer attachment. Details
about sensitivity are discussed in chapter 2. Selectivity is the ability of the sensor to perform
detection of the target analyte despite presence of other interfering molecules. We achieve
this by specific surface chemistry. Repeatability is met when a sensor construction and the
experiment is repeatable. This stability may depend on sensor geometry – and may vary
based on operating conditions. It is imperative that a sensor meets these criteria.
Limit of detection is the quantity that describes the lowest concentration of analyte
the biosensor can detect with a clearly distinguishable signal. The concentration at which
the signal to noise ratio is above 1 may be regarded as the LOD. However, experimental
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variations should be considered, so this must be confirmed via multiple measurements.
Dynamic range of a sensor describes the range of concentration that the sensor can detect
accurately before saturating.
An additional metric is biosensor size. Size may determine how the sample may be
used in the field. For example, a small size is often preferable because it requires less
analytes, can be mass produced at a low cost and can be integrated into medical diagnostic
devices.
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CHAPTER TWO
MAXIMIZING SENSITIVITY AND CONFINEMENT FACTOR
Refractive index sensing is a label-free biosensing technique that measures the
refractive index change of a bulk material due to analyte adsorption. This refractive index
change may be complex, and the sensor can be designed to either (1) measure only the real
part of the refractive index by change in the resonance conditions or the change of effective
index of the guided mode or (2) the imaginary part which would represent the absorption
conditions of the biosensor. In any case, it is necessary to both achieve a measurable bulk
refractive index shift and a strong overlap between the guided mode and the sensor surface
to achieve a significant perturbation in the optical signal.
For RI surface sensing, maximizing sensitivity works two ways: maximizing the
bulk refractive index shift and having enough modal overlap to detect all of it. Both
methods are discussed in detail in the following sections. Our work focuses mainly on
saturating the modal overlap so that the full bulk refractive index shift can be measured.
2.1 Porous Silicon Refractive Index Sensors
Figure 8 (a)-(d) shows the electric field overlap with attached adlayer for TE/TM
mode, SPR, slot mode and Bloch surface wave biosensors respectively. The electric field
overlap with the surface adlayer is quite limited, and perturbations introduced due to it are
small. For example, optimized silicon SOI sensors see only a ~2% modal overlap in the
active sensing region [7]. Maximizing sensitivity in these cases is possible by optimizing
for a higher evanescent field by pushing the electric field to the cladding region which is
undesirable. This limitation can be overcome by introducing porous nanomaterials that
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provide high surface area (>100 m2) and higher modal overlap due to its porous nature
(Figure 8(e)-(f)). Porous silicon (pSi) is one such material that was demonstrated as an
attractive material due to its high surface area (> 100 m2 cm-3) and tunable porosity [27–
30]. The pores allow bioanalytes to seep through, and the active mode is guided through
the porous medium, which surfaces the analytes. This allows a better modal overlap.
However, sensitivity is still limited by the modal confinement factor of 40% to 75%, which
is available in current pSi strip waveguides.
(a)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(d)

(f)

Conventional Surface Adlayer Sensors

This work

Figure 8. (a) Conventional evanescent surface sensor and (b) pSi surface sensor
showing attached small molecules and guided mode

Extending this confinement factor to unity is limited by two things. First, the
existent evanescent field around a standard strip waveguide design prevents unity
confinement inside the core. This demands a different type of waveguide design. Second,
the confinement factor may be increased by increasing the waveguide size, but the
waveguide transitions from single mode to multi-mode as size is increased. This is
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unattractive particularly for sensing applications based on guided mode. Further, the
sensitivity of devices having sub-unity confinement factors are sensitive to fabrication
variations that alter the modal confinement. To contend with a robust and scalable platform
such as SPR, it is imperative to demonstrate a platform that is not only ultra-sensitive, but
also scalable, repeatable and tolerant of critical dimension variations arising from process
variation.
Lastly, the current wafer scale fabrication procedure of porous silicon devices
requires lithography to be performed on pre-synthesized porous silicon substrates. This
requires delicate process optimization, as resists and process chemicals can penetrate
through the pores and cause pore clogging, corrosion and contamination [31,32]. This
motivates the development of alternative fabrication techniques which minimize
fabrication cost and complexity while utilizing the benefits of porous silicon’s facile
synthesis process and selectable pore size.
In this work, we address above challenges through introducing a novel inverse
processing technique where lithography is performed on standard silicon wafer prior to
synthesis. We also demonstrate a unique single-mode multi-layer porous silicon rib
waveguide design that displays unity confinement factors while retaining single mode
operation.
2.2 Maximizing bulk index sensitivity vs. surface adlayer sensitivity
To explore the challenges associated with maximizing sensitivity of a phase
sensitive surface adlayer biosensors, we first examine the mathematical definition of
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sensitivity. The sensitivity of a waveguide’s effective index neff to perturbation in the
refractive index of the waveguide material is defined as:
𝑆% ≡

'()**

(1)

'(+

This is derived using first order perturbation theory under the general assumption
of high core-cladding index contrast and nonexistent material dispersion [33].
( ∬+ /|1|2 3435

𝑆% = (-
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+ ∬7 /|1| 3435
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+

Here, ng is the group index of the guided mode. 𝛤# is the transverse confinement
factor which is defined by the ratio of the electric field energy inside the sensing region
and the total electric field energy. From equation 2, there are a few ways to enhance S1.
One is to fabricate a device with a high group index. Second is to maximize the transverse
confinement factor. Achieving a high ng/nA ratio means achieving a high electric field
energy density which can be achieved by slow light waveguide design, which would also
increase the propagation losses. Maximizing the transverse confinement factor is yet an
under-explored topic but is a particular focus of our work.
We redefine our sensitivity for our surface adlayer sensor to the waveguide
effective index change per change in surface adlayer thickness (∂𝜎) [units: RIU/nm] or
effective index change per change in surface adlayer mass surface density [units: RIUpg-1
mm2]. ∂𝑛# represents refractive index change in the active sensing region, in our case, the
porous silicon medium.
𝑆: ≡
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Here, in the case of bulk index sensors, maximizing S1 is straightforward as it only
requires maximizing mode confinement in the cladding region to drive transverse
confinement towards unity. This is achieved by modifying the evanescent nature of the
guided mode as shown in surface plasmon-polariton [34], hollow core [35] and guided
mode resonance devices [36]. In the case of surface adlayer sensors, increasing the field
strength near the waveguide surface increases both the evanescent field strength and the
transverse confinement at the cladding. Optimal confinement in the surface (active sensing
region) may be achieved by balancing both these trade-offs [7]. For conventional strip
waveguide designs, the confinement in the active sensing region where adlayer attachment
occurs is on the order of ~ 1%. This can be increased to ~2-5% in the SOI waveguide
platform by optimizing TM strip waveguide modes or TE slot waveguide modes [7,37].
These SOI designs demonstrate the benchmark surface sensitivity values of S2 = 5x10-4
[RIU/nm] [7]. In our work, we demonstrate rib waveguide designs that approach sensitivity
values of 7x10-2 [RIU/nm] [2], more than two orders of magnitude higher values compared
to the SOI benchmark. Further, we unveil further sensitivity enhancements by tuning the
dispersion as a new degree of freedom.
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CHAPTER THREE
WAVEGUIDE DESIGN AND FABRICATION
In this chapter we go over the methodologies behind the design of our multi-layer
rib waveguide structure. We also propose and demonstrate a new porous silicon processing
technique named the “inverse processing technique” which overcomes current porous
silicon fabrication and structuring limitations. This novel technique contributes to the
unique multi-layer rib type waveguide design we develop and demonstrate in this work.
3.1 Inverse Processing Technique
Our inverse processing technique is shown in Fig. 10 With this technique, silicon
wafers may be first patterned using a contemporary patterning technique such as: electron
beam lithography or photolithography. Then the patterned wafer is dry etched by reactive
ion etching (RIE). This defines the outer dimensions of our waveguides. After patterning,
the wafer can be diced into small chips, which then can be used to electrochemically etch
into multilayered porous silicon. Wafer scale porous silicon etching is also possible.
Anodization is performed on the patterned and diced silicon wafers in 15% ethanoic
hydrofluoric acid solution in varying current densities which results in the multilayered
structure. This applied current density and duration can precisely control the average
porosity, pore dimension, refractive index and layer thicknesses. Similar technique has
been previous utilized to create novel micro-optical devices [38].
In this study we model and fabricate both two-layer (2-L) and three-layer (3-L) pSi
rib waveguide designs. Silicon etch rate is different at different current densities which can
be approximated from available etch rate curves. However, cross section SEM of etched
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thin films reveal the etch rate which may be used to calibrate the etch recipe. Refractive
index can be measured by fitting the reflectance spectra of the thin film using the transfer
matrix method. Here, the film thickness is known from previous SEM measurements.
Example of a reflectance spectra fit is given in Fig 9. We choose the core and cladding
indices to be 2.1 and 1.56 respectively at λ = 1550nm which require current densities of
4.92mA/cm2 and 55mA/cm2 respectively.
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Figure 9. (a) Example cross section SEM images of pSi thin films (b) Reflectance spectra fit using
transfer matrix to determine porosity and refractive index at λ = 1550nm

The 2-L design starts with an n = 2.1 index core layer and then an n = 1.56 index
cladding layer. The top cladding is air. In the 3-L design, the top air cladding is replaced
by a n = 1.56 index pSi layer that can harvest the residual evanescent field. To fabricate
this, 55 mA/cm2 current density is used to create the low index cladding region
(ncladding ≈ 1.56) and 4.92 mA/cm2 current density for the high index core (ncore ≈ 2.1). The
current duration determines the etch depth / layer thickness. For the 2-L waveguides, we
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run 4.92 mA/cm2 for 177 s that creates 800 nm for the core layer and then 55 mA/cm2 for
70 s that creates 2050 nm for the bottom cladding layer. For the 3-L waveguides, we run
55 mA/cm2 for 4.5 s for 180 nm top cladding, 4.92 mA/cm2 for 118s for 650 nm middle
core and lastly 55 mA/cm2 for 77 s for about ~2200 nm bottom cladding. Etched
waveguides are oxidized in a furnace at 500°C for 5 minutes to create a thin glass layer for
APTES functionalization.
(a)

(b)
(100)

Waveguide Width
Pattern & Etch

1 μm
Etch Depth
Core Layer

Two or Three Layer
Anodization

Layer 1

n ≈ 1.56

Cladding

Layer 2
Layer 3
n ≈ 2.11
2 Layer Design

3 Layer Design

Figure 10. (a) Inverse processing technique demonstrating the pre-patterning of silicon wafers before
anodization to fabricate 2-L and 3-L waveguide structures (b) Dimensional parameters for fabricated
waveguide structure showing cross sectional scanning electron microscope image. Reprinted from [2].

Figure 11 shows cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of
fabricated 3-L waveguide structures across a width skew. The unique rib type geometry
can be seen in this image, which can be solely attributed to our inverse processing
technique. The anodization progresses in the <100> direction which is normal to the silicon
wafer plane. To keep our waveguides operating in single mode, we choose a width that
allows the opposing etch fronts to intersect beneath the rib (Figure 11(d,e)).
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Figure 11. Cross sectional scanning electron microscopy images of fabricated 3-L waveguides after
patterning and anodization across a waveguide width skew showing the unique rib type geometry resulting
from the inverse processing technique (scale bar = 1 μm). Reprinted from [2].

3.2 Waveguide Design
We create and simulate the unique rib design in a commercial mode solver
Lumerical MODE to investigate the confinement factors and surface adlayer sensitivity.
We show the confinement factor as a function of waveguide width in Figure 12 for 2-L and
3-L waveguides alongside a conventional pSi strip waveguide. Constant near unity
confinement factor is observed for both 2-L and 3-L waveguides across a large width skew.
The 2-L waveguide shows higher confinement in the core compared to 3-L waveguides
while the 3-L waveguide harvests higher total field, achieving a higher total confinement.
The pSi strip waveguide approaches higher modal confinement at the cost of single mode
operation. Compared to that, both the 2-L and 3-L rib waveguides retain single mode
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operation throughout the large width skew. The pSi strip waveguide shows an overall lower
confinement factor compared to the 2-L and 3-L designs.
We also illustrate the sensitivity (S2) of the pSi strip, 2-L and 3-L waveguide in
Figure 12(d-f). We note that due to the smaller pore dimensions of the higher index core
layer, it is expected to show ~50-60% larger index shifts, ∂𝑛# /∂𝜎 from Eq 3, compared to
the low index cladding. Thus, the core index is significantly perturbed during sensing,
which would cause the multi-mode cut-off to be sensitive to the adlayer thickness. This is
showed in Figure 12(d) for a single wavelength (1600 nm). In a practical implementation,
it’s required to set fabrication parameters so that it ensures single mode operation across
large fabrication variations. The 2-L and 3-L designs show single mode operation and a
consistent sensitivity across a large dimensional change.
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Figure 12. (a) core region, (b) cladding region and (c) total transverse confinement factor vs waveguide
width for 2-L, 3L and strip pSi waveguides. (d) pSi strip (e) 2-L and (f) 3-L sensitivity contour vs
waveguide dimensions (width = 1μm). Single and multimode boundary is defined in (d). Reprinted from
[2].
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Our simulated waveguide model is shown in Fig 13. The demonstrated confinement
factors are found to be near unity. After experiment, we capture the TE and TM mode
shapes (Figure 13(e), 13(f)) on infrared camera (Hamamatsu C2741) and observe them to
be identical to the shapes seen in simulation. To ensure single mode operation, we perturb
the input coupling fiber and are unable to excite higher order modes.
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(c)
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TE

(e)

f = 99.66%

(d)

f = 99.76%
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(f)

TM

f = 99.49%

TM

Figure 13. Showing confinement factor and mode shape for simulated (a) TE and (c) TM 3-L waveguides
(width =900nm) , (b) TE and (d) TM 2-L (width =900nm) waveguides and (e) TE and (f) TM mode shape
captured on IR camera on the 900nm 2-L waveguide. Reprinted from [2].
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CHAPTER FOUR
POROUS SILICON WAVEGUIDE INTERFEROMETRY AND SENSING
In this chapter we demonstrate the experimental setup and methods used in the
experimental sensing demonstration of our surface adlayer biosensor. The full experiment
is performed on both 2-L and 3-L designs and enables characterization of the sensitivity
toward surface adlayers. Then the experimentally captured and analyzed data is matched
with previously modeled and predicted data and any discrepancy is explained.
4.1 Experimental Setup
Measurements are performed with the waveguide in a Fabry Perot configuration with
waveguide length L between the cleaved input and output facets (shown in Figure 14). A
near-IR tunable laser (Santec TSL-510) with wavelength sweep functionalities from 15601680 nm is used at the input facet. We capture the output spectrum using a photodetector
(Newport 918D-IR-OD3R) coupled to a power meter (Newport 2936-R) at the output facet.
An infrared camera (Hamamatsu C2741) is used interchangeably at the output facet for
imaging and to ensure proper coupling and single mode operation (Figure 14). We also
have the option to use a polarizer in the output facet to identify and tune in to the desired
TE/TM mode using a manual polarization controller. An example spectrum captured from
a 2-L waveguide is shown in figure 14(b). Running a fast Fourier transform (FFT) on the
captured spectra shows a peak in the frequency domain which equals the value 2ngL
(Figure 14(c)). Here, ng is the group index of the guided mode and L is the length of the
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Fabry Perot cavity. Figure 14(c) shows FFT peak plotted on the same scale for TE and TM
modes.
Our approach is similar to pSi thin film biosensors where taking the FFT of an optical
reflection spectrum produces a single peak which corresponds to the total optical path
length (2ngL) of the Fabry-Perot cavity [34,35]. This approach attractively enables sensing
to be performed without tracking a specific spectral feature or resonance shift. We also
note that owing to the significantly enhanced ~mm scale path length of our devices, i.e.
versus the ~μm path length of pSi thin film devices, the interferometric resolution and limit
of detection is correspondingly enhanced. This principle is experimentally supported by
the ultra-narrow FFT peaks we are able resolve in the Fourier domain, where the peak 2ngL
value normalized to the full width half maximum, Δ2ngL , is observed to be ~150 in our
~1 mm length interferometers when analyzed over a spectral bandwidth of ~100 nm versus
a value 2ngL/Δ2ngL ~5 in typical micro-scale thin-film pSi biosensors, typically analyzed
over a ~500 nm bandwidth [39].
Throughout our all of our experiments we observe a birefringence between TE and
TM polarization of approximately Δng ~ 0.15 RIU. We attribute this to two primary factors:
(1) the anisotropic refractive index nature of porous silicon and (2) waveguide dispersion.
From simulations assuming a homogenous porous silicon material with no anisotropy, only
a modest Δn = 0.03 RIU is predicted from modal dispersion. Hence the dominant source
of birefringence between TE and TM polarization is attributed to the strong anisotropy of
the porous silicon. We note that the Δng ~ 0.15 observed in our work is comparable to the
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birefringence observed in previous works concerning porous silicon thin films at 55%
porosity [40,41].
Our Fabry Perot measurement technique also allows us to measure the waveguide
propagation loss, which is estimated here to be 2.7 ± 0.3 dB/mm. Loss characterization is
performed by analyzing the measured fringe contrast and assuming facet reflectivities,
Experimental Setup
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Figure 14. (a) Experimental setup of the Fabry-Perot configuration (b) Spectrum sweep captured from
1560-1680 nm wavelength sweep of the 900nm 2-L waveguide (c) FFT analysis shows peaks representing
ng. A polarizer is used to recognize the TE and TM peaks. Reprinted from [2].

R1 = R2 = 0.11, which are calculated using Fresnel coefficients. Our measured loss agrees
with loss measured in recent porous silicon waveguides [27]. We note that, imperfect
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cleave angles can perturb the fringe contrast which may lead to an overestimation of the
waveguide losses. These losses can be attributed to free carrier absorption in highly doped
silicon and Rayleigh scattering from surface scattering and disorder.
To measure the waveguide sensitivity to surface adlayer attachments, we use a
silane molecule named 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (3-APTES), which is commonly
used to functionalize silica surfaces for organic molecule attachments. The 3-APTES
monolayer corresponds to a 0.8 nm thick surface adlayer with a refractive index near
~1.46 RIU [42]. To enable 3-APTES attachment, the pSi waveguides are oxidized for
5 minutes at 500 °C to form a glass surface.
After oxidation, the modified spectra of pSi waveguides are measured again for
reference. The waveguides are then exposed to 4% 3-APTES in a 1:1 mixture of deionized
water and methanol for approximately 45 minutes. Then the samples are rinsed with water
and dried under air flow. The final transmission spectra are recorded after this step, and the
group index is measured and plotted via FFT method.
4.2 Surface Sensing Characterization
Figure 15(a) and 15(b) show the cross-section SEM images of 2-L waveguides
having 900nm and 500nm width at the base respectively. Transmission spectra were
collected under both TE and TM polarization and the corresponding FFT peaks
representing the group index are presented. Figure 15(c) and 15(d) represent only the TE
FFT peaks from spectra captured from 15(a) and 15(b) respectively.
The measured group indices shown have a clear shift after oxidation and
silanization. This group index reduction due to oxidation is Δng ≈ 0.105 and the increase
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due to 3-APTES attachment is Δng ≈ 0.058. Considering a 3-APTES monolayer that
corresponds to a 0.8 nm thickness adlayer [], the resultant surface adlayer sensitivity is
𝜕𝑛/𝜕𝜎 ≈ 0.0725 RIU/nm. This result agrees with our simulated effective index
sensitivity S2 (~0.07 RIU/nm, Figure 3(d)).
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Figure 15. (a) Cross sectional SEM of 2-L waveguides with (a) 900 nm and (b) 500 nm
width at base. (c) Group index peaks for 900 nm and (d) 500 nm waveguide. Reprinted
from [2].

A constant Δng observed for both narrow and wide waveguides which confirms our
expectations that the sensitivity is not a function of waveguide dimensional parameters
(Figure 12). This consistency of Δng also verifies the repeatability of the process. This
tolerance to critical dimensions is a significant improvement over SOI sensors that show
both a much lower sensitivity and a much higher variation over dimensional variation (i.e.
20% S2 variation for 150nm width variation) [7].
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We further experiment with 3-L designs which have an additional low index
cladding layer (thickness ≈ 180nm) on top of the core (Figure 10(b)). Figure 16 shows the
above experiment results for 3-L waveguides. Here the group index reduction (Δng ≈ 0.25)
due to oxidation is ~150% larger compared to the 2-L waveguides. Similarly, an enhanced
response is observed also for the 3-APTES attachment where Δng ≈ 0.0.078 which
corresponds to a surface adlayer sensitivity of 𝜕𝑛/𝜕𝜎 ≈ 0.0975 RIU/nm (assuming
nominal 0.8 nm monolayer), which is 40% larger than both the 2-L and the predicted 3-L
sensitivity. This sensitivity exceeds the effective medium sensitivity of the higher
sensitivity core layer which we model to be ~0.074 RIU/nm for an average ~15 nm pore
diameter and ~55% porosity [42].
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Figure 16. (a) Cross sectional SEM of 3-L waveguides with (a) 700 nm and (b) 600 nm width at base. (c)
Group index peaks for 700 nm and (d) 600 nm waveguide. Reprinted from [2].
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4.3 Exceeding the sensitivity of bulk pSi: The Dispersion Degree of Freedom
In our 3-L waveguide measurements, we notice an unexpectedly enhanced
sensitivity response – which we refer to as “sensitivity dispersion”. The simulated
waveguide sensitivity is based on the change in waveguide effective index 𝜕𝑛HII /𝜕𝜎.
However, our experiment setup measures the group index ng and its perturbation 𝜕𝑛J /𝜕𝜎,
which is expressed by:
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From Eq 5 and 3, we can derive the group index sensitivity in terms of effective
index sensitivity S2:
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This confirms that the change in group index is equal to the change in effective
index only when dispersion is non-existent across the wavelength sweep, i.e.
'
'<

R𝜕𝑛HII /𝜕𝜆S𝜆 = 0 or the phase sensitivity is constant across wavelength such as

'Q2
'N

= 0. The observed enhanced sensitivity thus can be attributed to a non-negligible value

of the sensitivity dispersion. This also suggests that S2 is larger at shorter wavelengths.
The usage of thin cladding layers that modify the evanescent region of guided
modes have been previous demonstrated to change confinement hence introduce
dispersion [43–45]. Here, our data shows a clear dispersion effect in our 3-L waveguide
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sensors. This effect is unlikely to take place in traditional evanescent sensors because they
have decaying confinement in shorter wavelengths, and the modal dispersion is dominated
by bulk material order and symmetry – which has negligible presence in the active sensing
region. In our 3-L device, the material property modulation (refractive index) due to
adlayer attachment is different in the core and cladding regions, approximately Δn ≈ 0.05,
which demonstrates a different sensitivity due to different porosity and pore diameter in
each layer [42] .
Mode calculations of 3-L devices confirm that group index shift can be indeed
larger than effective index shift when each layer demonstrates different sensitivity values.
A proof of concept simulation is shown in Figure 8 where cladding and core layers are
assumed to have a refractive index shift Δn of 0.02 and 0.1 respectively due to adlayer
attachment. As seen, the group index change exceeds the effective index change here when
top cladding: core ratio is 1 (fraction = 0.6). We note that this simulation ignores the
anisotropic nature of porous silicon and material dispersion, but future work exploring this
effect with anisotropic and dispersive materials may give us more insight into this
phenomenon. This would require modelling of both a dispersive porous silicon bulk
material and an anisotropic refractive index matrix. We note that the oxidation and
silanization step would also modify the anisotropy and have an effect on the total group
index shift (ng).
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Figure 17. (a) Effective index and group index shift due to adlayer attachment with Δncladding = 0.02
RIU and Δncore = 0.1 RIU (b) Showing the definition of fraction and layer 1 and layer 2 thicknesses
on a cross sectional SEM image

Assuming sensitivity dispersion as the major contributor in the enhanced sensitivity
response,
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O ≈ 1.56 × 10XY (] 𝑛𝑚X% at 𝜆 = 1600 nm. We suggest from this observation

that the sensitivity may be further enhanced by tailoring the layer parameters to enhance
the waveguide dispersion.
4.4 Data summary
The measured group index shifts from the experimental data are summarized in Table 1:
Table 4.1 Summary of measured changes in group index (Δng) from oxidation and silane attachment.
Waveguide
Type

Width

Δng(ox)

Δng(silane)

Δng(ox)/ng

Δng(sil)/ng(ox)

2-L

900 nm

0.105

0.057

0.052

0.030

500 nm

0.109

0.059

0.056

0.032

700 nm

0.249

0.082

0.127

0.048

600 nm

0.252

0.078

0.126

0.044

3-L
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Figure 18 shows modeled refractive index shift and measured group index shift
respectively for 2-L and 3-L waveguides alongside modeled and measured effective index
change of SOI waveguides to small molecule adlayer attachments. We observe more than
100x higher sensitivity values for both modeled and measured 2-L and 3-L waveguides
compared to contemporary evanescent SOI sensors [7]. We note that both 2-L and 3-L
experimental values show higher sensitivities compared to modeled sensitivity values. The
3-L waveguides show higher sensitivity due to dispersion effects that are explained before.

>100x higher sensitivity

Figure 18. Modeled and measured data of waveguide effective (group) index change 𝜎S2 (S3) vs. adlayer
thickness of 2-L and 3-L pSi waveguides and optimized SOI waveguides from [7]. Reprinted from [2].
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
5.1 Conclusion
We demonstrated the design, fabrication and characterization of a unity
confinement factor porous silicon rib waveguide that demonstrates record level surface
adlayer sensitivity S2 ~ 0.08 RIU/nm. We achieve sensitivity values that surpass optimized
evanescent SOI sensors (S2 ~ 0.0005 RIU/nm [7]) by two orders of magnitude and shows
comparable performance (S ~ 60-90 nm/nm) to commercialized SPR sensors (S ~1.8
nm/nm [46]) but at a competitive and very compact configuration.
One other key factor is our waveguide’s capability for retaining single mode
characteristics over a large dimensional variation. This provides great flexibility as our
sensor is operational independent of process variation. Nominal confinement factors near
~99% is achievable in both 2-layer and 3-layer waveguides which is able to measure the
entire refractive index shift in the bulk pSi material. For the 3-layer material, we observe
enhanced response in our experimental measurements. We posit that the top cladding layer
is the primary contributor to this enhanced response and model a dispersive birefringent
model to confirm our theory. This allows us to measure shifts greater than the bulk RI shift
which allows very low LOD to be achieved.
We also demonstrate an inverse processing technique, where anodization on prepatterned wafers are performed to overcome porous silicon wafer fabrication limitations
and achieve unique birefringent devices.
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5.2 Outlook
For the first time, we demonstrate a waveguide with near unity confinement factor
in the sensing region. This allows fabrication of future ultra-sensitive whispering gallery
resonators, 1-D photonic crystals such as Bragg mirrors, and also beam steering devices
for sensing purposes. Compared to current WGM biosensors with less than 1% modal
overlap, we can expect a few orders of magnitude higher sensitivity in our pSi WGM
configuration. This also applies to photonic crystal cavities. The beam steering approach
can be sensitive enough to function as a binary detection device. Devices made in our
approach will have very low LOD owing to the maximal modal overlap while being fieldcompatible due to its small form factor and ease of use. Because of tunable pore size and
available library of surface chemistry, our sensor can be utilized to detect analytes ranging
from specific gas particles such as methane and aerosol, environmental food and waterborne toxins to DNA aptamers and protein. Aptamers can target specific toxins and can be
engineered to detect heavy metal ions as well. Also, non-specific surface attachments
invalidate the evanescent field sensors’ performance. In our case, the unity confinement in
the waveguide renders the effects of non-specific surface attachments negligible. However,
there exists several key challenges regarding our waveguide sensor:
•

Porous silicon waveguide platform is lossy which would impact the length of the
chip and thus the LOD. These losses arise from Rayleigh scattering and free carrier
absorption. As future work, we propose full oxidation of the sensor which would
lead to a lower index contrast and reduction of free carrier absorption losses. Porous
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silica has seen to have losses as low as ~0.06 dB/cm [47]. This would allow us to
realize longer path lengths resulting in a lower LOD and higher Q factor.
•

Conversion to porous silica would reduce the refractive and the group index (ng) of
the waveguide which decreases the sensitivity. This may result in a leaky
waveguide that has trouble guiding a mode. Rigorous characterization of current
density and associated refractive index mapping is required to create structures
capable of guiding modes.

•

Volume expansion resulting from the conversion from Si to SiO2 would result in
pore shrinkage, and in < 50% porosity cases, will result in closed pores. This is
critical as analyte infiltration is key in our sensing approach. This can be solved by
starting with a > 50% porosity.

•

If extremely high porosity layers (>75%) are chosen throughout the device
structure, it may be an unstable porous silicon skeleton prone to breakdown.
Oxidation causes further film stress ending up being a structurally unstable sensor.

Some ways around these limitations are:
1. Optimizing a standard recipe for etch and oxidation,
2. Increasing average refractive index of porosified silica by depositing a thin
layer of an external high index material to increase the index contrast
One other minor limitation is the device reusability – which may be solved using
phosphate buffered saline which causes deterioration of the silica layer [48]. Direct
physisorption-based monitoring is also implementable with our sensors in a flow cell for
gas or liquid analyte detection.
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Appendix A
Experimental Section

Patterning: The GDSII pattern file is first created using open source software Klayout.
The GDSII file can then be converted to JEOL compatible *.v30 files to be written /
patterned on the wafer. 4-inch (100) p-type silicon wafers (0.01 Ω-cm) are first coated with
electron beam resist ZEP520A and spun in 3000RPM for 45 seconds to have a thin layer
of electron beam resist. Then electron beam lithography (JEOL JBX-9300FS) is performed
on the wafer with a base dose of 300 and shot pitch of A4. After exposure the wafers are
developed in Xylene for 30 seconds. After that reactive ion etching (Oxford Plasmalab1000) is performed on the developed resist. Here, standard Si waveguide etch recipe (C4F8
– 27 sccm, SF6 – 12 sccm, Ar – 2 sccm) is used for 5 minutes. This results in a silicon etch
depth of ~650 nm. Silicon ribs ranging from 0.3 to 2.5 microns are fabricated for testing.

Porous silicon etching: The silicon wafer is diced into ~2 x ~2 inch dies. An
electrochemical cell with a platinum cathode can be used as the etch cell. 15% ethanoic
hydrofluoric acid is poured in the etch cell where the silicon die works as the anode. A
Keithley DC etch system is used as the current source.

Numerical Modeling: Waveguide modeling is done in a commercial eigenmode solver
(Lumerical MODE Solutions). Simulations are performed at a wavelength of 1600nm.
Porous silicon model is established using Bruggeman effective medium approximation.
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Here an average pore diameter of ~15nm and ~35nm is assumed for the core and cladding
layer respectively []. Here, we ignore the anisotropic and dispersive nature of porous
silicon. Here, a more robust approach would be to employ a spatially varying permittivity
tensor or import a dispersive material model to represent the porous silicon structure.

Optical Measurements: In the input, a near-IR tunable laser (Santec TSL-510). It can
perform wavelength sweep from 1560 nm to 1680 nm. At the output, a photodetector
(Newport 918D-IR-OD3R) is coupled to a power meter (Newport 2936-R). An infrared
camera (Hamamatsu c2741) can be used at the output facet for imaging (Fig. 13e, 13f). We
also use a polarizer at the output facet to detect TE or TM polarization modes that we excite
using a manual polarization controller. The captured spectrum is saved in a text file and
then may be analyzed by running a fast Fourier transform in MATLAB/Python where the
x axis of the peak corresponds to the total path length 2ngL where ng is the group index and
L is the length of the Fabry-Perot cavity [49].
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